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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation has been prepared by Cellmid Limited ACN 111 304 119 (CDY or
Company) for information purposes only. The presentation may contain forwardlooking statements that are not guarantees of future performance and are subject
to risks and uncertainties. Such forward looking statements involve known and
unknown risks that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of
Cellmid to be materially different from the statements in this presentation. The
factors that may influence the Company’s performance include, but not limited to,
availability of resources, regulatory environment, technical risks, the results of
advertising, sales activities and competition. Readers are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on forward looking statements within this presentation. This
presentation is not an offer to sell or solicitation, invitation or recommendation to
purchase any securities and it does not form the basis of any contract or
commitment.
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A health and beauty-tech business with global
distribution and sales of proprietary and
licensed brands of differentiated, clinically
validated anti-aging and longevity solutions

Premium brands, a global distribution footprint and
strong sales capabilities into the professional beauty
network, DTC and B2B digital platforms
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FY2021 HIGHLIGHTS – DELIVERING AGAINST HEAD WINDS
FY2021 OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Launched new
products:
Jo-Ju EX
Let there be
hair

Launched
Australian
and US
e-commerce
platforms

Signed two
Chinese
distribution
agreements

Signed
Pump Hair
Care – white
label
agreement

Acquired
BLC
Cosmetics

FY2021 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Improved
operational
performance,
reduced loss in
Australia by
23% to $909K

Increased
Australian
revenue by 4%
under difficult
pandemic
conditions

Raised $4.5
million in March
and secured
funding for
growth

Divested
Lyramid
$500K plus 4%
royalty
Retained
patents

CDY PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT FY2021
Improved operational performance under
difficult pandemic conditions with revenue
down 21% while loss down 41% (EBITDA loss
down 50%)

Key areas of savings were research and
development expenses and legal fees

One off impairment of assets contributed
$637K to the total loss of $3.4 million
(EBITDA normalised for one off impairment
and government support )
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BLC PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT FY2021**
New brands and distribution points
contributed to the revenue growth

EBITDA on target at $508k

EBITDA normalised for non-recurring items
of $1.7 million intercompany loan write off
and $310K government support
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APPENDIX 4C - Q1 FY2022
Stabilised costs including employment
and operational expenses but invested
in manufacturing to secure raw
materials

Funding to deliver on growth objectives

$83K government assistance
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BUILDING SCALE: PRO FORMA FINANCIAL POSITION*
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BUILDING SCALE: PRO FORMA FINANCIAL POSITION*
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RESPONDING TO THE IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC
SALES

•

•

•

Key US partner, Neiman Marcus shut
down for most of the financial year,
foot traffic in Priceline, our key retail
partner in AU reduced significantly

SUPPLY CHAIN

•

Disrupted supply chain with delays in
transport, materials, manufacturing and
access to markets

•

Product shortages with increase in raw
material costs

China shut down for the first half of
the FY

•

HUMAN RESOURCES

•

Large headcount in markets where our sales
dropped

•

Skill shortages in demand areas such as ecommerce

•

The “Great Resignation”

•

ACQUISITONS

•

Identifying acquisition targets have
been more difficult during the
pandemic with businesses going
through rapid changes

•

Valuations moved and previous
metrics became difficult to assess

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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BLC TRANSACTION DETAILS
Deal Information
●
●

Cellmid acquired 100% of BLC Cosmetics (BLC) from HGL
Limited (ASX:HNG) (HGL)
Cellmid paid $3M in the first tranche; $1M in cash and $2M
through the issue of 32,786,885 shares at 6.1cps, at a 6 X
EBITDA valuation

●

Cellmid may also pay a second tranche, based on an increase in
BLC’s FY2022 EBITDA, excluding synergies

●

The second tranche will be calculated as 3 x BLC’s audited
incremental EBITDA growth, and payable in cash and shares

●

The 32,786,885 shares issued to HGL are the subject of a
voluntary escrow agreement for 24 months

●

The effective date of the transaction was 1 October 2021

●

HGL nominated representative director Phil Christopher to the
board

Strategic Rationale
●

Scale in market with doubling of Cellmid’s FY2021 revenue and
other income of $7.3M

●

The combined group will have $13M pro forma annualised revenue
based on results at 30 June 2021 (unaudited)

●
○

BLC’s brands sold to Cellmid’s customer base and channels

○

Cross-selling of Cellmid’s own brands into BLC’s professional
channels in Australia and New Zealand

○

Cross promotion on the combined digital platforms

○
○
○

Warehousing, shipping and fulfillment
New ERP system
Administrative costs

•
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FY2022 OUTLOOK
COVID-19:
Store and salon sales are likely to
continue to be affected in the
first half of FY2022 in Australia,
but improving from 2H FY2022.
Continue to monitor the US for
re-entry

Focus on e-commerce:

Build on existing digital
platform to increase sales
through new products, loyalty
programs and creation of antiaging marketplace

Immediate growth
from BLC acquisition
and synergies:

With a 1 October 2021 effective
settlement date CDY will benefit from
three quarters of BLC sales in
FY2022, in addition to exploiting
synergistic revenue growth
opportunities

Continue white
label partnerships:
Opportunities to expand
white label offering to
partner brands

Continue to invest in
China: Building the Jo-Ju and
evolis brands with CDY’s
distribution partners, implement
product launches and marketing
campaigns

Deliver on operational
savings between CDY and
BLC: Optimise operations and
implement savings in
warehousing, logistics, fulfilment
and improvements in ERP
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INTRODUCING ANAGENICS (ASX: AN1)*
ΑΝΑΓΕΝΝΗΣΗ
ANAGENNISI
Anagennisi, the inspiration behind our new name Anagenics, is the
Greek word for regeneration. The word is meaningful to our next stage
of corporate development in three fundamental ways:
•

•

•

With the sale of Lyramid we have completed the transition of
Cellmid into a health and beauty tech business. We are ready to
REGENERATE using our strong building blocks of differentiated
brands, global distribution footprint, growing revenue and
profitability in sight.
Anagen is the growth phase of the hair cycle, which is also the
target of our proprietary FGF5 inhibitor technology. We are the
only company in the world to have a direct affect on the anagen
phase, and REGENERATE a healthy hair cycle.
We are targeting aging and our mission is to contribute to health
and youthful longevity. We plan to establish a marketplace where
people can easily access their preferred products or services to
REGENERATE.
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DRIVEN BY ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE
PRINCIPLES

Environmental
•

We minimise our contribution to landfill
through the use of recyclable materials
in our packaging and through
participating in industry funded
recycling schemes (Der Gruner Punkt)

•

We seek to use innovative materials
with improved recyclability,
degradability and/or reusability

•

We aim to source ingredients with
minimal environmental footprint and
those that are grown sustainably

•

We encourage diversity and respect of all sexes,
races, religions and cultures amongst our employees,
suppliers, customers and other stakeholders

•

We are committed to providing high quality, effective
and ethical products to our customers

•

We respect and observe internationally recognised
human rights and labour practices

Governance
•

We conduct our business with
honesty, integrity and transparency

•

Our diversified board ensures that
we comply with regulatory
requirements and these
requirements are considered when
making decisions about our
business and its stakeholders
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Evolis on A CURRENT AFFAIR
● https://cellmid.com.au/investors/cellmid-in-the-media/
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THANK YOU
Maria Halasz | CEO
info@cellmid.com.au
+61 9221 6830
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